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Patterns of Urbanisation

Inner City

CBD

Outer
Suburbs

Urbanisation

An increase in the proportion of
people living in towns and cities

Natural
Increase

This occurs when birth rates are
high and death rates are low so
there is a net increase in the
population

Rural to Urban
migration

When people leave the
countryside and move to cities

Megacity

A city with a population of more
than 10 million people

Push Factors

Something that forces someone
to leave an area. E.g. war.

Cycle of Urbanisation

Pull Factors

UrbanisationMoving from rural
areas to cities

Something that attracts
someone to another area e.g. a
good job

Population
Density

The number of people per
square kilometre

Site

The actual location of a
settlement; the point where it
first grew from

Situation

Where the settlement is
compared with the surrounding
area

Function

The primary purpose of a
settlement e.g. port

Urbanisation in the UK

• Overall there has been an increase in world
urbanisation. This will continue to grow
• North America currently has the highest rate
of urbanisation and Africa has the lowest
• Africa and Asia are currently experiencing the
most rapid rates of urbanisation due to
migration and natural increase.

Structure of Cities
The Burgess Model

Key Vocabulary

Inner
Suburbs

Developed by Ernest Burgess in 1925 to show
structure of a city
Now considered outdated. The function of cities
has changed which has then changed the
structure of the city.

Population distribution in the UK is not even.
Urbanisation affects some areas more than
others. Why?
Physical Factors- Places that have mountains are
less urban because mountains make it hard to
build houses and poor quality soil can make it
hard to farm.
Historical factors- Some cities in the UK used to
have lots of factories which provided jobs. These
areas are therefore more urbanised
Political Factors- The government may choose to
invest in a certain area. This may mean there are
more jobs there and so the area becomes
urbanised.

ReUrbanisationMoving back
to cities

Suburbanisat
ion- Moving
from the CBD
to suburbs

Counter
Urbanisation- Moving
from cities to rural
areas
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BIRMINGHAM
Site- On a dry point site overlooking a crossing
point of River Rea (defensive position)
Situation- Centre of Birmingham Plateau,
surrounded by Stafford, Worcester and Warwick
Function- Market town then industrial and now
commercial

Migration in Birmingham

SAO PAULO
Site- Hilly Plateau, many rivers
Situation- Southeast Brazil, 70km from coast
Connectivity- internal- subway, Nationalroad and rail, international- airports

Key Vocabulary
Industrialisation

The growth of industry (factories)
in a country

Deindustrialisati
on

The closing down of industry in a
country. This occurred in the 1970s
in the UK

Decline

A city getting worse

Regeneration

Something improving

Brownfield sites

An area of land that has previously
been built on

Inequality

When people are unequal in a
society

Favelas

A settlement for poor people
found on spare ground in the city.
May not have running water or
sewage disposal
A project that is ran by the
government. Large scale and very
expensive.

Migration in Sao Paulo

1950s-1970s- migrants from former colonies
(India, Pakistan, Bangladesh came to Birmingham
to fill jobs
2000- Young migrants from Eastern Europe came
to Birmingham for work when countries joined EU
2012-2015- Migrants from Syria and Afghanistan
come to Birmingham as they flee conflict

National migration- Rural- urban migration from
NE of Brazil as people are attracted by jobs (pull
factor)
International migration- people of many
nationalities attracted by high economic growth
rate in 50s.

Causes & Impacts of Change

Causes & Impacts of Change

Birmingham's population increased rapidly in the
industrial revolution. Deindustrialisation occurred
in 1970s. Impacts
•
factories closed- unemployment was high.
Population decreased
•
Brownfield sites were contaminated
•
City experienced decline
•
Birmingham now has lots of inequality

Rapid urbanisation occurred in Sao Paulo due to
rural to urban migration.
Impacts
•
Growth of favelas due to housing shortages.
Sewage problems
•
Unemployment
•
6.2m cars- frequent gridlock

Sustainable Solutions

Sustainable Solutions

Top down
projects

Cingapura Housing Project. Top Down. Plan to
remove favelas and build 100,000 homes. BUT
rent in homes unaffordable.

Bottom Up
projects

A project that is ran by local
people. Small scale and more
affordable.

Sustainable

Something that will continue into
the future without a negative
impact.

• CBD has experienced regeneration (Bull Ring
centre and Brindley Place) and lots of
universities and colleges are now based in the
city. This has attracted lots of young people,
• Birmingham has invested in green transport
including bus lanes and electric vehicles.
• Birmingham created 1000 new jobs in the
Grand Central development in 2016

Santo Andre Project- Bottom up- Community
project including adult literacy courses. But some
people will not accept help.
The government have also invested in a metro
(rail system) to reduce the amount of cars.

Paper 2 – Global Development
Development is
about improving the
quality of life across
a population; it can
be measured by
development
indicators

Factors effecting development

The Brandt line used to be
used; its is now outdated and
only measures wealth.

Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite
measure, using wealth, health and education
UK Inequalities
The UK has varied development; London
developed as the core with higher average wages,
life expectancy, house prices and on average
education qualifications.
Factors leading to the core:
- Relief – the south is flatter so easier to build
infrastructure
- Climate – the south is warmer with less rainfall
- Position – the south east is closer to Europe
- History – London is the capital and has the
central government so is desirable for
businesses
- Infrastructure – all roads and motorways lead
to London and several international airports
- Investment – most forign investment is into
London

Impacts of uneven development
Access to housing – many don’t have
access so live in slums
Health – healthcare is limited with fewer
doctors and medicine
Employment – limited employment in
developing countries, often in informal
sector
Food and water security – developing
countries often lack access to food and
clean water – leads to malnourishment
Technology – less investment in
technology with few people who have
skills to use – development of appropriate
technology
Education -literacy rates are low in developing
countries due to lack of education

Key Vocabulary
Developed
countries

Wealthy countries with
high standard of living

Developing
countries

Poorer countries with a
lower standard of living

Emerging
countries

Countries that are starting
to develop

Development
indictors

Measures used to show
how developed a country
is

Composite
measure

Takes into account more
than one measure

HDI

Uses GNI, life expectancy
and education to give
score between 0-1 (most
developed)

GDP

Total value of goods and
services produced by a
country in 1 year

GINI

Shows inequality within
countries, scale 0-1 (1
being very unequal
distribution)

Per capita

Per person

Appropriate
technology

Can be more effective of
meeting locals needs in
sustainable way

Paper 2 – Global Development - Tanzania

Tanzania is in the industrial phase.
Agricultural sector decreased - some
people have moved (R-U migration) in
search of alternative work.
There has been an increase in secondary
sector jobs but it Is concentrated in a few
goods
There has been growth in the education
sector as primary education is now offered
to all
More people are working in the informal
sector.
Few Tanzanian’s possess the skills for the
sector so it’s mainly staffed by highly paid
foreign nationals

Development is uneven
Core
Dar es Salaam (old capital) is still
the main port – lots of employment
opportunities
Some foreign investment into
coastal areas to mine
Periphery
Traditional subsidence farming
Remote and inaccessible
Fewer raw materials
Imports > Exports
Poor soils
Trade
$9.5bn exports (2015)
mostly to China & S.Africa
$12.5bn imports (2015)
meaning there is a negative
balance of trade
85% of exports are
agricultural (25%GDP)

Aid
Second largest aid recipient
in sub Saharan Africa
UK & USA are the main
donors Supports the general
budget, but also funds
health, sanitation &
education

Youthful
population - 50%
under 15
Lower life
expectancy – but
increased due to
funded
healthcare
Inequality has
increased as
developed. High
unemployment,
lots of informal
sector work. Gov
trying to reduce
through
education.

Geopolitics in Tanzania
 Tanzania was a former colony which lead to close trade
relation shops with Germany and Britain.
 Conflicts with Malawi over water resources in Lake
Nayasa – diverts resources
 Post colonialisaton distanced from capitalism and
developed close links with China – then isolated from
capitalist neighbours
 Tanga railway connects inland nations of east Africa and
will develop the port.
 Belongs to SADC – regional trade bloc
Development in Tanzania
Tanzania receives international aid. It uses this to pay for
infrastructure & education BUT 66% population still lack access to
clean water. The government tries to improve rural areas. Money is
put into appropriate technology projects BUT development is slow
& quality of life for the majority hasn’t improved.
 Improved life expectancy and school attendance
 GDP has increased as FDI brings in money
 Electricity provision has reduced deforestation
 Many rural areas left behind and remain in poverty
 Increased inequality – 28% below poverty line
 Deforestation occurring due to population growth

Core

Contains the most wealth and job
opportunities

Periphery

Contains less wealth, less
investment and job oppurtunities

Clarke-Fisher model

A model to show changes in
employment structure

Subsidence farming

When farmers farm for themselves
and their family – not for selling

Geopolitics

the influence of geography upon
politics.

Capitalism

economic and political system in
which a country's trade and
industry are controlled by private
owners for profit, rather than by
the government

Intergovernmental
agreements

Agreements between developed
countries to work together to
provide aid for poorer countries.
The EU delivers aid in this way with
funding of education

Multilateral aid

Developed countries give money to
international organisations like the
UN. These organisations then
redistribute the money to poorer
countries

Bilateral aid

Aid is given from one government
to another usually with attached
agreements (tied aid). Often the
recipient of aid has to give the
building contract to the donor
country

Voluntary aid

NGOs (non government
organisations) such as Oxfam and
Water Aid raise money through
donations, charity shops & events.
This often funds bottom up
projects.

